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Dragon hunter lance brutal black dragons

By POSIBA ON SATURDAY OCTOBER 28, 2017 9:26 amMy Booty from 3k Brutal Black Dragon Kills. Konduit Price: I wore an elite Void + Arrow Parkon Hunter bow with diamond bolts (e)It was about 1m/hr last gain held by Positivity on Saturday October 28, 2017 10:35 a.m.; Edited 2 times in totalPositivityPosts : 33Then: 2Date: 2015-08-10 by goats on S. 28 October 2017 09:35 Good! How long did it
take? GoatPosts : 674Then : 28Date : 2017-03-11 by Positivity on Sat 28 October 2017 9:44 amGoatGoneWild Reporter:Looking good! How long did it take? Half afk'd about 2500 of these about ~10-14 days while searching for pure. I did the last 500 for a few months while I was mostly inactive. PositivityPosts : 33Thrext : 2Date : 2015-08-10 by goats on S. 28 October 2017 9:45 am2500 over 10-14 days -
not bad at all :O Willpower is an op. GoatPosts : 674Then : 28Date : 2017-03-11 by positivity on S. 28 October 2017 10:00 Willpower is op.it of about an hour. The tab was worth ~85M. PositivityPosts : 33Thrext : 2Date: 2015-08-10 by Autocrat on Saturday October 28, 2017 12:08 pmWow 1m/hr is really good considering that brutal blacks are literally afk. AutocratPosts : 1362This is the case : 73De date
2015-07-24 permissions on this forum:You can't answer topics in this forum Hey, what's going on? How's it going to be blessed for my Cape Ash guide in 2018, we're going to kill Judd in the battle caves, and I'm going to bring you the best way to kill them, honestly. I haven't failed in a few years, and if you're tired of failing, I mean, But he fathered Total on the other side This guide will be completely in
depth, but quite short as some of the other videos you know 30 minutes but I feel like I can pack up all the knowledge and get you through the five caves with no problem at all and honestly jad is not so difficult once you learn the techniques I'm about to show you in this video even if you enjoy this video make sure you check out all my techniques and 99 manuals I have just posted and I'm actually doing like
on a video guide very soon even then you know Make sure you stay tuned and check it out also just gives you I do cheating on subscribers I choose three people to get the sparking dandruff darts and sandals sacred so if you want to get in just call me your rsn and you know feel free as a video that always helps and on top of that we give 30 million free on Twitter tomorrow then make sure That you guys
check out this all rightSo jump into some equipment set to start it with a pure set first looking at the left we have the poor pier, and yes we can see that is definitely quite poor if I were to offer a gear upgrade I would definitely go with blowpipe it's going to be better than any other upgrade you can do moving to the rich pier in the middle of course it has the chain of agony which is like Mill is now very expensive
and the archers inroid with a 4.3 million ring in the make-up in this video and I'm telling you guys you don't have to you know to spend all this money on these expensive items. It'll only help you get out between 3 and 5 to 8 percent with your accuracy and know the techniques, and you know all the safe places it's going to do. It's going to be a lot more helpful ok, so if you look at the ideal pure of the spotlight
you definitely want to go with the blessed leather boots are about 900 thousand now, but they give a prayer bonus, and there's definitely better than the snakeskin boots we can also see that it has barrel gloves instead of a VAM bridge and if you don't have those you know you can use the same battle bracelet with the rage if you can't if you're curious. What's in the arrow slot? It's actually a blessing that
gives only one prayer as if it's not that big of a deal, but you can use it if you want to move to the main lineup looking at the beginner on the left yes, Verac Shock is definitely very goodGive sprays bonus very high protection skirt veracs can be delivered with you know blessed Dhides as I said this is what you want to bring what you have in the bank if we look at progress we can see that he got rid of you
know his cumbersome tank Here, and it has a maximum DPS voidwhich you know absolutely best if you have void use it even though it is less protection so you can know to take more damage so watch when it comes to performing the first slayer task jad it's one of the best tasks in the game and the pet rate is quite common as well but yes you get 25,000 points on completing Judd and you get like 30k
points throughout the cave and I'll see how to do it in 40 minutes Up to 50 minutes per hour so you know it's over 50k XP per hour. It's a great task so when you look at my décor that's basically what I'm going to use and I went for a mid-gear installation like this is probably what you use if you watch this video I highly recommend the blowpipe theDamage for the second it does and you know what's venom
as far as empty range armor versus black or you know to bless the ID card and tank armor I'll definitely go with the vacuum you're going to be getting a lot more damage It's all up to you it's really you know what you want to do whether you have rick or not what you can afford and Samee goes with as blessed snakeskin boot servers hide Ian's Rangers verse boots as well as the rainbow ring. You don't need
it it'll only help like 3%. You can lead. That, too. You can wear glory of fear. It doesn't matter what's best for you and what you can afford the biggest overall difference is definitely going to be that blowpipe but if you use bowI Run c recommend bringing a book over a cousin's shield with this book you're going to get a prayer bonus and DukeRange if Get the book of the law and of all the standouts I definitely
recommend bringing a stack of emerald screws it has a very high chance of poisoning and it poisons 5 damage every 15 seconds and fight 360 magers The smallest it's going to take about a minute you know men and a half so it's 30 more damage after it's poison you'd obviously want to switch to the diamond screws yes, it's time to get the fire cape one wash I could have given first is actually pre-pot So
you'd like to take an Engler fish? Which heels over your HP, or can you just you know brew and then super restore yes? Or protection pots and arrange backpacks just make sure you're full potted plants and drink and endurance as much as supplies it should be on point to range pots 10 infusions and 16 super restorers I see some people using as pea pots, but super restorers are the same price and they
actually give you like one or two more prayer points per set I recommend not touching these too much and if you always sip three beers and then super recovery then another range pot that you don't want to spend It and you know you don't want to sit like 50 HP all the time also one item I would suggest is get the sacred wrench you get it from completing the rum deal search and it actually gives you one
point before more for each sip so if you have like 20 previous points in stock if you have it it's probably worth honestly one to two p-pods like I said after watching this video getting cape fire should be a breeze but if you Having some problems you can buy purple sweets, although they are like 2.5K all very expensive but they do stack they give you an energy run and a chance to cure you like 1 to 3 HP, so
yes it's decent you just sit there and 200k but if you try to go from 60 to 80 thrones it's like 20 to 30 thousand. I strongly suggest you dial your hot keys out, and it's really going to suck. I mean, that's why so many people fail and of course you can just copy mine I think they're the most efficient and most common are actually the hot keys from 2005, which everyone used to use and yes, they're really good.
PK. Hotkeys as well as I will definitely be covering every monster more deeply when we actually know to jump into the cave but here is a quick cover, and yes look at this Judd Max hit97Same as the monsters I will actually be covering it much deeper when we enter the cave and you know we are actually starting to run around judd's five possible creeps and there are three safe places for rock But we're
going to use Brook Italia that we've mostly used in the safe place in Italy since seventh grade, and yet, how did that disappoint me? I really feel like this is the best safe place here, let's start the mantle sickle, you know, 1 to 10. It's very simple I'd direct the bats as your number one priority because every hit they make even if it's zero they take your prayer off in one The cave you see a whole bunch of these
level45s and there are that they're not much of a threat so really don't worry about it unless you show up you might want to keep spot it on Italy rock, but it's not too big of a 90 level Seven Ranger wave jumping out he can strike decently I'm not going to lie so uhPray range and you can save the same spot and save about 2:45 but I like to be in the center just because I can kill I can see everything and get it
really fast because it's first you know twenty waves are pretty simple as soon as level one 80 scuffle appears it gets a little more complicated, but it's still pretty simple you definitely want to leave the middle and continue south to the west of Rock Italy and it will be your domain you're going to be here all the time as I said earlier on the south side of the rock is the safe side because if you go north it's just
going to sail around you can See right here you just he just hits me but you can whip it back and get him caught up in the north a little bit you know boot hookons you get in the early 20s of ranger will spawn on top of a scuffle and of course it's random where they spawn that's why you want to stay on the southwest sides you know you can be seeing where they come from you can predict any kind ofPathing
that goes south and north of this Italy rock the boot Fill so ranger gets his maximum duration you know potential because if you say like five squares north is going to be in the middle of the room and you have to suck it close to the safe place plus if you do it. There's a good chance he'll really spawn like that feels good This is a really good example of a perfect creep We can see a scuffle that runs in the
middle room and then he went towards me and I obviously got him sure spotted and caught on the rock and in a Ranger slot right there and it's a very common form in creep you're going to see the main spawn exactly where the Ranger did several times all rightSo Here's an example of where you need to make a quick decision about whether you're going to sit here in his prey range and you know Your
prayer and attack the scuffle while it's sure to be spotted or are you going to pull off? Ranger like on the north side like I showed you before and we can see right here that I pulled a Ranger far enough so I can quickly use it with a trapped scuffle although if a scuffle was a ranger or a magger as a distance attacker it could hit me right here that's why you have to stand one or two squares back where the little
lava pool is and hit long-term to mage won't attack you even though if you had a room arch you could stand in the same place with a quick And no defense trained any right it's going to happen quite a bit where the abomination or ranger spawns south and you know you just happen to be on the north side and remember the north side is not a safe place for a scuffle so I'm going to wait for it to come and then
I'm going to pray for a scuffle for One second you'll be spinning around the wall praying for a liner or range, and then I'll attack the priority, what's probably the range or the instiever? Once I kill him, I can turn off my prayer and then just relax in the safe place, even if you notice that the Ranger is beating you but a scuffle is not close you can just you know escape to kill the Ranger if you are experienced
because you can get hit like 25 by a scuffle we can also see that you can use other superiors as a safe place saying even these some Halal twenty-two work against this huge rat this fine thing I have another tip where you definitely come across it Know a ranger or an end or a stacker or what he's actually piling up behind a scuffle that's a safe place, And yes, the blast distance is too short you're going to run
into a scuffle and it's going to kind of turn around and then it's really a path out of it and hit you so you're going to want to use the long run or kill the scuffle or the monster in the safe point first wave 29 and 30 and 31 are actually very easy the 29 wave is going to be one person and for the Rangers to just use the tactics I went for and it's not There should be a problem at all level 30 is really going to be a
scuffle too What do you know you can just stand in the middle of the room and pray for a scuffle I?d say wave 31 is actually where is it really? Really starting as well as making sure you pray is so over from this stage to a road of 60. It's really very simple it's actually just repetitive now you're about to make the bat again and then do the double bat with a major to be there all the time and of course it's a priority
so pray to disguise all the time and never take it I'm not going to lie because he's a little over the top there are a few times where you know he's definitely spotted and things but the main point is very dangerous and hurtful. , it's very high IWave 39 Ranger comes out and remembers guys. It's just that it's like 12 15s tenss it's not that big a deal and it's kind of rare, so if you take a few hits from them don't
worry. Just focus on major mainly I definitely have some extra tips to give but I don't want to keep repeating myself with all the safe places because it's really kind of the same and of course the next wave was exactly the same the range in the proverb were just you know failed so I would pray Lust and then sure spades behind the lava pool All chills of a thing up through 46 What a scuffle goes out with a
Ranger and the most will just keep using all the safe places and all the tactics I went through earlier and that should. Being a breeze is a pretty good example of something very stressful we can see the majors already on me so I pray Tith because I know he's going to hit me like 60 if I'm not I'm going to take out a very strong Ranger in just three hits and then I can see the scuffle coming so I'm going to run
north and get him behind the wall just in time to get the safe place another semi-stressful scenario. We got a scuffle safe spotted southWow, it was And then we have the smart in range and cast us at the same time and of course the scuffle is a scuffle not an artillery attacking monster because if it was the smart one I would get hit now but I can use quickly and just you know to relax back and I definitely
want to focus on ranger while I play smart and take it fast and then you know take out the smart one and then in a safe place the scuffle will also make sure throughout this time that the little butts are your priority? Because I didn't notice you know here and there and they will hit me like 20 prayer points so definitely keep an eye out if you happen to be out of place, or you know everything spawns too fast you
don't expect it you might as well use this safe place south of the rock boot in Italy and we can see I used it pretty well it's just an example of using your environment to your advantage so it's coming soon. Wave 60 we have one presets two Rangers and a stench we have the grievances to hit us with two rangers hitting us and a shred spotted safe, But we take crazy damage there's nothing I can really do as I
can run south and then east you know around 360 but he can cradle me and beat me to 15 kill me so it's best just trying you know to kill those rangers on long term while I eat you know do what I can two The next waves are very simple for wave 61 make sure you go south then when a scuffle does spawn I'll really get caught on that you know a safe trap, and it's just two meleers you knock them out, then the
360s. It's two very simple 360s again. Just get ready here we're going to time men defeat Chad as soon as the second 360 is almost dead make sure you cook any range pot you're totally ready to go I like to really go to the north side of this boot rock and sit there with the range praying it's more common to use attacksRange, and they hit more like I said before make sure you have the hot keys dialed out
and you know you've warmed up all these good things because you're going to need them as much as it's boss number One and in the game probably base at this level at least you really need to get the prey movies down Do you want a really good tip and I'm not trying to brag, but you know how I'm like 28 and oh I've never been beaten on Judd once in my life I don't even laugh but yes, I don't use the
plays., I make sure the voices are off everyone say make sure the voices are on make sure they're off and look at his feet that's all you have to do his feet are The biggest you know or tread, or it stands there and hovers for a few seconds plus you look at the screen you know your ears don't get distracted and there's more to think about so I really believe having the sounds off is going to help you probably
like 30 or 50 per cent another amazing tip is to get close to decent but you still know From there where he's not going to mail you so you can see him very well but when the healers come you know you're not getting all panicked you've been ready and ready and you don't even have to move you can long-term healers, but again. You don't really have to I suggest blowing this tube to every healer, and then
once you have them all on you pull them just a little bit so they don't heal the boss and even if one or two recovering your tube should take out the Japanese DPS and you know you have to kill it another big tip is to make sure you hover over the reverse prayer that you know you don't pray if you pray range and hover over grievances and get ready and don't get jumped or sometimes you know it can do You
or three to four to five times in a row so don't get nervous as how many people we can see went pretty smoothly, it was actually flawless he didn't hit me once even though the healers you know do stack like eight and tens and fives so maybe you should stew and if you do simmer just sip like one probably just one sip and then go back to your prayer and all we can see them here I'm like 30 HPI prefers to be
15 or 20 HP and be fully focused on my prayers so you know starting the panic, and yes, yes there that's where it goes south and remember I robbed it like a 90-plus, so yes if you miss one prayer movie you made it ok oh yes here's the fire raw in the alternate account and this guy is only like a 90 fight so you know it shows it's not that hard you guys can do it. Yes. Hope you found this handy guide Help you
know you learn some things and leave a comment if you watch it and then you get the cape like this really means a lot to me that yes it will you know the mission is complete and also don't forget to check out all 99 manuals and I'm also posting as in the video you know guide very soon so you know check it out if you want to make it one of the best bosses in the game to get gold to be guys. Good luck on
your cape. Hey, what's up, what's up, what's up? Welcome to my 1-99 range guideI planner on having this in-depth guide regarding pureness and sorting for 2018 I will be posting all one 99 video for you and make sure you go and check out my latest scuffle guide and fore we begin I want to let you know about the giveaway. I'll turn in black chins for this video and who knows what I'll give the next video so
make sure you stay with us and I know most of you haven't signed up for 1-99 videos but I guarantee you'll be done with these very soon and feel free to check out all the other videos I have I have a wide range of content. Check it out guys so with everything said, let's jump into the video hope you enjoy so much questI pass strongly recommend making a shadow of the storm to start completing the journey
will actually give you a 10k xp range, even if your level 1 range so it's going to give you a huge boost as you Skip all the slow training levels with a normal arc And this search is probably going to save you an hourMaybe even two and I promise that you're going to have to do it anyway in the futurethat scuffle there's a good amount of shields and even con and dragon shields for more attack bonusesRange
actually doesn't have so much until you get you know May 70 60 protection and you have quite a bit of money and then you can then you can afford that buckle is maybe even Eliza. But until you get to that stage, I highly recommend you get a prayer book. They are totally cheap you just have to make the journey you can actually fill it with the pages in the big stock exchange you buy or you get them from
clue scrolls and if you think about getting this book, it's actually the Armadille book that's called The Book of Pitch there's a +10 neat bonus accuracy unlike the Zammyunholy book, which is only 8 which is pretty good compared to any other defender I would highly recommend it and especially with range or safe locating things in any way So you don't really need the optimal protection that if we look at the
next iconic animal magnetism journey I'm sure if you're playing runescape any time in the past and maybe you're back to watch this 99 guide you made this journey you have the bag. Everyone knows it really lifts your arrows and it gives you free darts as well but you can actually turn it off because it's kind of annoying out of all three missions here indefinitely to get that animal magnetic tasks done. It's not
too hard and it gives you some decent XP as a reward honestly takes like 30 minutes to do the search it definitely saves a great time and if your new friend without this item get on it as soon as possible then let's jump into the gears settings. This video is not based mainly around pures or not but any type of colleague can totally take a lot of knowledge within this video but yes just looking at the cheap
installations versus the maximum installation which is definitely a pretty big difference the equipment on the left exceeds a hundred and fifty K equipment on the right costs about forty million goldOf course bonuses help but you really need the weighing leverage of how much gold you want to spend You know? If we look at the ranger boots, they're over 30 million gold. And it's worth it for the little bonuses?It
would almost be better to buy maybe an outburst and rage and legits to take a hundred thousand cannonballs to rock crabs or like a dagon under the lighthouse, it would be xp bank but yes, if you find yourself with the money maybe you're doing a pure account and you know you just want to train it as quickly as possible you can go with Robin Hat Ranger boots agony for the same cost of 12 million it's
actually a new cameo And it's basically like rage but it has less protection and more range attack even if you get a rainbow ring head over the neighbors itself and get this thing infused with it 650 K points that's actually going to make you know, the bonuses go from +4 range to +8 it's basically, you know three million free, you're going to double your ring value and damage. So yes highly recommend it and
look at the main cannons I will actually go over the weapon in a second so yes the guys are looking at the cheap installation again this installation literally costs like what a hundred K. Maybe 50 thousand glory is 18 thousand. Now the surviving Sardomaine Koef is like literally 20 30 KVery very cheap. One item I want to point out throughout these settings is the boots if we're looking at snakeskin boots, You
can upgrade it to a bone like Saradomin d hide or zamorak hide boots which is only 700 K and give prayer bonuses which is one layer under ranger boots and the Ranger boots are actually once here under boots Peggy Jean looks at the medium medium wealth installation we can see that it actually has space on and yes that's what I recommend. Even if you have a lot of money empty guys is great it didn't
get nerfed about six months ago, though it's not as much damage as it was but given the free armor you can't really complain and of course the player on the right is the richest player with a full armadillo as well as pegesian boots as I said with gloves packed also one thing to point out in the maximum actual image gaining now got an upgrade that's called assemblYou should kill a boss from Dragon Slayer 2
and as one chance out of 50 Knock one off his heads and you basically take it to a lady in Drynor and she'll do the best and lazyAccumulator and hopefully it gives you some inspiration as well as train range so you can go kill bosses like this this boss is like two to three miles to 4 million hours it's so much fun and so much better than just attacking as a hill giants or training slayerSo with a variety of range
trading methods that we actually have ran a house The old school can get kind of confusing of which route to take and what weapons I'm going to go through on any weapon and share with you my thoughts of which one you should useSo like I said, you always have to look for your first levels and if you're too lazy to do that you really need to make another journey which is probably a dwarf canyon you get
a dwarf cannon and you just sit there basically cannon all you want in a great area. , I would suggest it be quite expensive but you can make it one level range and you get literally 40 range and probably an hour - besides I'll go number in the 28 range you need to run it. It is the arch of domashon or its slang name bone c rainbow and this thing is very good, especially in demo mode. You can see everyone
practicing with it it's probably the best weapon all the way up as a 50 range. I want to say that the next one in line to look at the bow won't use a bow and arrow until he's 61, that he locks Ran's bow and even then guys you don't have to use a bow and arrow on anything other than that. That has a really high defense because the arrows are a lot more, you know the faster the dps you're going to get so many
more hits in the first one the C bow is very slow and cumbersome. Although these weapons can be good against players and other bosses they are not the best for training speaking of a large and demented training weapon and an item I didn't include on the list because it's terrible for XP. It's the heavy ball you can really use ballista light without the journey but on the other hand, it's not that big XP looking
at number four it's going to be the best weapon to train range with toxic blowpipe you need 75 range and it's quite expensive you have to fill it with darts and Zolara scales alone are like 125 to 150 each so if you're going to do this method you might want some gold under your belt before you train and completely skip over a bow The magic show in the 50 range you open it but the bone arch is actually better
though perhaps you want to have a short magic bow with like half a run in your inventory to hack a special attack for extra XP and if you really get a magicshortbow infused it's only 50% per special attack verse like what's 55 or 60? So you can actually get two specifications off instead of number one fiveDarts, or it might even be the only knives you know basic range to throw weapons I actually cover knives
verse arrows per second there can be some information that you might want to know if you haven't alreadychinchompa the best way to train overall range is the fastest but most expensive as literally you can blow through millions of gold inside a chin in just an hour so if you're the fastest but the most expensive as simple Literally you can blow through millions of gold inside chin in just an hour I didn't know
there were actually three different types of chin chin gray regular red chin then black chin that was actually found and caught in the wilderness as of today the gray chin is 940 gold each. The red chin is 1406 and the black China is 2744 so if we look at these prices I definitely won't go with the grey chin they've been almost 1k and you know red chin's are 1.4 probably go with their red chin who's going to
want to use black which is double the only heights here most people use black chin actually for bosses such as armadillo etc. That's why the price is so high one thing I definitely want to raise is darts verse knives. It's uh, it's really gold as knowledgeable rs as if you don't know it and you're still at a low level you can save yourself quite a bit of money and also you know teaching your friends to teach other
noobs and look like a boss so we can see that the arrows are actually one layer of metal behind the knives in other words a steel arrow actually equals an iron knife and steel darkness 14 gold and an iron knife is forty nine gold. Yes, it's a big deal it's literally three times maybe four times the profit that you might be saving another big misconception is that the arrows are actually faster but if we look at the
chart, they both have the tax speed of the right sevenAll. So touching Versus accuracy. This is a hugely controversial subject and the ArmadylVoid verse blank is very good. He actually has a 10 percent accuracy and damage boost that used to be better, but it didn't recently get nerfed and before I get called on saying you're wrong Armdale is how you say it you can literally say those words runescape five
different ways and it's kind of based on how you said it as a kid you know growing up playing this game but yes armadyl guys is basically um thirty-five million each for the part Top and top each so it's 70 million and the void is basically free. Like I said, it takes ten hours of doing pest control and Aree is so jumping into the training methods as I said, you can bypass many levels if you do storm shadow like
the XP Lamp and ALumbridge Log it will take you to level 28 where you can then use the c bone arch which is going to be your best weapon all the way up to about 60 to have the cannon method. Like I said, it's going to be very expensive but you can just afk it and basically do nothing you just want to do a dwarf cannon and then in one range you can start shooting the cannon is about 175 to 200 gold but
they do hit 30s, although if you do 30, umIt of half XP as if you're going to hit 30 yourself with weaponSo it's only 2 x XP not 4 x and use the cannon doesn't provide HP XP And that's a huge deal, so it's probably not the best method. I really think those same crabs are the best XP but if you're looking for some alternatives you can kill druids chaos druids also big NPC kill is thugs under the dungeon field
edge these things are very aggressive and a wide drop variety of herbs along with ruins and you can actually make some good gold while you know watching the movie etcI mentioned killing Giant Hill and my latest 1-99Video version of the scuffle go check it out Kills Hill Giants is pretty good XP not the best drop, but nowadays Hill Giants are throwing away a rare key that you can really go and kill the new
boss Ovor and I highly recommend maybe giving some more levels not only arranging it is actually a bit difficult but he drops a whole bunch of items re and has quite a bit of table drop especially for a free boss to play from 60 to 75 I recommend killing a crane in rock cancer on the new fossil island you can also Go to green or blue dragons plus tzharrs as an alternative I have several different methods on
how to get 75 to 9 out of rangeSo feel free to choose the best for you then the first is just a basic denim method and monkey madness zone and if you really have Monkey Frenzy 2 is complete you can go and kill them and they throw 1 doses of pea pots in each here and there so you can save yourself some goldPlus it's a little more XP because there are more monkeys clunked another method is Blow up
plumbing with a cannon during a slayer mission and of course you want to wear a slayer helmet and get it infused which gives you 15% more precision and handsome to range on a slayer mission if you save a spa in time The cannon will treat every monster like a multi-fight monster because you're not really engaged in battle. So it's just not all around the room just a noteworthy tip for you you can also just
afk blow pipe in NMZ if you're not so focused on XP but you really want some other alternative gold up to 99 kills Gargoylesoibran or dragons Brutal blacks All these things have a crazy good booty you could be getting 500k to 1m plus an hour of gold while killing these things and there it's my 1 to 99 range guideHopepefully you don't enjoy feeling free Sign up and check out all my other 1 to 99 videos you
guys have a good one. You know something like this is going to happen in the future to my tough closet, and I hope it's not in time. But it looks like a lot of worlds have been cut off in the last two days or so. Yesterday I didn't hook up at all, but my friends have been out on us all day. Like they had 10 hang-ups or something and I was like, why don't I disconnect? Like wearing on the same world and nothing
happens. Today. Oh boy, like it just kind of messed up my experience an hour because I was trying to make a twisted arc compared to brutal dragons and wanted to see how much range experience you were going to get. Now a good thing is I'm about to finish so let's just scroll here and it's around 72k an hour experience;yes I was pretty much finished off the place. It's pretty lucky because it was right at
the end and that's what you should expect and hey! I'm alive. I think. All right, let's see how much I take care of this guy. I just got to 18 or something 77. yes okay, okay, I said it's inaccurate it's actually pretty accurate it's like a regular kill it's going to add, you know I'm going to just throw in a few zeroes or something but usually just-- oe, the tremendous damage. Look, another one attacked.100 experience.
17? 5. Okay. O-1. How do you hit one with a twisted bow? And I mean, just trial drops coming in. Not even laughing, not excessive: regular killing. Just add like two zeroes. And most of the other attacks are particularly accurate, I mean, look at this, that's all my loot. I can't even tell because I kill dragons so fast there's like four dragon bones on the floor. Is this all mine? I missed something. Did I miss like
Ran Flytelgas or something? I think I've killed too many now. I think I was supposed to bank a lot sooner. I think 40 million or so now and he's worth one hour versus an hour. So, don't spoil anything but with a tuck I got 41 kills, which is quite a lot because I just managed to. I mean, I thought the bow was really strong... 51 kills so only 10.And I've imagined that I kill like twice as fast as anyone else so I don't
know maybe I should check it myself with cyan maybe he was like excessive or something or maybe it's like a proper amount to kill with a blown zipper so it's nothing much it's not like twenty percent more money I guess with the twisted bow but then you also use half a dragon where you lose quite a lot of money.. But you see, killing these dragons is a little different because sometimes you can find a world
like; Like it really depends on when you do it: if you do it in the morning you can probably find two creeps that are empty so for you one person you can kill two dragons if you kill it in the evening like I was, I was camping just one creep because it's so crowded you know? So these videos aren't quite as accurate as I'm just saying I was camping, and that's what you should expect to get just one creep. If I'd
set up camp two of them, I'd have killed maybe five or six more kills. So, one hour of brutal black dragons with an ATwisted bow should bring you around. 1.4 million. But again you know you use a lot of supplies like half the dragon and sucker pots, or super restorers and range pottors and all that. So I'd say deduct around 300k, and you're left with 1.14 million?So I'd really say this video is just for education,
I really doubt that any people are going to be using a twisted bow to kill vicious black dragons, but maybe in the future, how many iron men will, maybe they'll be hunting for a dragon full of shock, or because they have some spare dragon arrows to use so why not use them here? Actually, you could kill Deganths or something. There are probably better places but hey in this place you get a lot of alchables.
You know, like a run full of helms, plates, plate legs... Pretty nice drops I'd say. Thanks for watching, I'll see you soon. Bay! Hey, what's up guys Seerz here now today I'm going to get you 15 monsters in OSRS it will surely make you rich too it means a lot of you throw like if you enjoy this kind of videos and be sure to check out the new sponsor for the channel Amazon sounds streamlined starting with the
worst number, 15 IbanA students a decent requirement with partial completion of the end of mourning part 2 you will have to get 56+ agility you honestly don't really need anything to kill those that are just Fighting level 13 might want to use an elf crystal because it will help you get there a little faster and you will do some running to bring a graceful set plus a dose of counter poison. Jugx applied zammie
robes free to play a few months ago and yes, they go for a pretty nice price on my 4k each set and you know, they have 20 hit points so you're going to kill them for one hit, 4K all killNumber 14 Obsidian creatures, normally I wouldn't put them on the list even though as an obsidian spoon is like a 750K and the shield is quite expensive as well as I'm sure everyone sat behind the volcano openings and a
variety trained on these thingsAfk at some point in the runescape career. You might want to go try it againJagex has added a whole new city to this area with the release of the new Cape Inn if you happen to have a fire clot you can show the gatekeeper and he will give you so you can kill the Tzhaars at a higher level Which bring down the obsidian armor and they're more likely to spoon obsidian and shield
and it's all stifling goodYes, Number thirteen famous green dragons you can't be a monster guide without these things are solid Most players kill the West are oriental dragons but you definitely just want to beam with games and chain of the core animal and kill those in the middle if you happen to have ancient magic completeYou can also beam up to the cemetery with like 82 magic magic potions , as well
then it's a very smart alternative method for the fastest banking in the game I highly recommend the looting bag and definitely bring like super power and super attack you want to get most DPS so you can get the most gold per hour and also consider bringing a ring of wealth I will increase your drop rates on the clue scrolls and wilderness all the monsters also the new green dragons in the regeneration
caves where you can use the new amulet of lust on and get the bones of the dragon noted hides I'd just say green dragons have always been solid and they always will be I mean all kill is over 4k and it could be, You know, 5k 10k they even added the newly experienced heads which are about 12K depending on your efficiency and your level of fighting you're going to be looking at 400K to 1 million per hour
Number 12 falador guards and before you even click out this video hold these guys are amazing kill with a 40M drop if you have the medium log Falador that's not too hard to complete you have a 10% hint of scrolling drop rate increase on these guards making it very effective to hack your cannon this right here is number one in the whole game to process range boots you'd like indefinitely to bring a full
daisy outfit and a hint scroll like us sat in your inventory that you're just going to be getting them so fast and completing them coming back to complete them as well , and not to mention that you can get sacred sandals wizard boots zammy pages and antique pages. Holy blessings and so many other items number 11 skeleton wyvern, you don't have to kill them on a mission, but you need 72 slayers You'll
need to get a thorough shield or brain, which requires completing one or two elementary workshops I probably wouldn't kill these things if I were under a hundred battle with a scuffle as well you could be like eight fighting with range and a safe place if you plan to kill these Definitely set your mingle for Aiq to mudskipper point and then just run into the cave and you've been there if you plan on these range
there are probably four to five to six safe places though it's always very packed nowadays. You can last five hours until maybe fifty days I've seen ironmen do it also another tip if you're going to use a scuffle, of course your trips are going to last you know 15-20 minutes definitely bring sharks not monkfish and bring your Serp shock, just put it on like two seconds two hits of the kill and then turn it offCuz on
scales are pretty expensive and it will be venom wyvern. Wyverns have a fighting level of 14220 tenHit points and a facial drop rate of one in ten thousand and even drops an elite clue scroll to one of the next 350Up ents in the desert, I would definitely recommend killing those on a slayer mission from a cousin McChristilla so if you do that, you can get the mysterious symbols that are about 140K each and
you get them quite commonly I actually just covered these taunts in my 15 secret or unappreciated money-making methods to definitely go check that Some methods are like 5 mil to 15 mil per hour and will always go check it out. Ants are definitely a solid money-making method and quite don't seem to be enough because it's in nature of course, but no deckers will come there I'll definitely kill Skeleter And
Overnes or even you know, some other monster if your tree cutting level isn't over, you know, May 61st 70th or 80th because once you get 90 or 95 you can make a lot of gold come in number nine other monster gargoyle they got a drop table again about a year ago and a half ago what makes it very good Especially on slayer missions you shouldn't be on missions that kill Gargoyles, but you need a 75
slayer and I also recommend how well in scuffle gear or equipment in general there are players using range currently with a rock camera to throw. Don't forget I've forgotten it so many times that you can also bring Guthans to re-find with hit points I recommend just getting the Gargoyle Smasher for a hundred and twenty points you might want to bring alchemy as well because gargoyles do bring down a
good amount of full gai ra val sardomin sword or halberd? I'm sure a lot of people don't have crystal. So some dragon works just fine, I'm not going to bring it just the fact that the monster is bigger than two squares. So you guys hit twice and its contents easily accumulate great damage there's some drama whether these are monsters or bosses Let me know underneath why you really think I guess that's
why they call them Demi's bosses have the three chief bosses and the gag is going to check out my 15 bosses video if you don't have Callisto, Venenatis and Ve'tion. As far as Demi's bosses go, there's the crazy archaeologist you'd like to use and pray within the crazy chaos range of the fanatical range, and then a scorpion that's truly amazing. It's plural and very deep. So If you do a lot of kill Scorpio is
one of the better fee bosses even though you need someone with the Blitz to at least hold a scorpion while he comes to you healers spawn anyway the best monster out there in the deserts and not talk about the chaosFanatic is the best thing they kill in the whole game to get a pat besides. Maybe you know, Chompi Chompi is one out of 1000 and you can kill as many as 70 60 of those who have been
partying outside and also feel free to use a cannon helping quite a lot of bitimin number seven cave horror the most players choose not to kill Them are even on slayer missions because they don't know how to get there if you really go to yours you know your search iconClick on teleport mini game and then you teleport for cooking trouble and you're literally like 20 steps from the party inside the cave or into
The very ending which is the best place to kill them set a cannon right in the middle you're good to go these kill requirements aren't that bad and I would definitely recommend doing that if you plan to get you know a higher level and black mass or like what 800 900 K nowadays? It used to be 400k, but it's definitely worth killing those nowadays they only have 55 hit points and you really don't need any good
equipment to kill it you can even identify them with range and cannon helps pretty much sure you never download your witch symbol which replaces your amulet and don't forget light source or caves or it will definitely bring down a good amount of atom and items to make sure you guys bring in high alchemy and they bring down a whole bunch The scrolls hint at one of the best monsters in the game to kill
them. So make sure you make a hint scroll at least at the end of each trip until the spiritual warm-up that most players, You know kind of under this monstrous look, but dragon boots are like 450 grand and they re-swept off a table you know-drop about a year ago just after the rest of the parachuting tables, of course they have a pretty steep demand of 83 slayers and also get to the dungeon of the violent
wars and desolation but then you have to watch out for pkersifs if you happen to get 83 slayers , I'll definitely go kill the saradomin boss like a thousand times and while getting KC. I assure you that any trip you know a trip or two will get a dragon boot and it's a nice feeling I have a lot in my life if the usual godwars isn't up to your speed again to beam to 27 in time then go to the spiritual occidental war
dungeons here so will knock down a local key and sense one out of 50 times you'd get alchemy as high as 50 or 60 K or you could keep it and get in. Every dungeon boss of the War of the Gods, without getting the K.C., also has an avainse here that mentions the bars every time. But again, watch out for a fax coming in fifth place the brutal black dragon These dragons were so good of a monster kill the
robot started to take over and Jajaex didn't have to implement the A77 slayer You definitely want a high level and some pretty good equipment though I see colleagues, you know how to kill those too. Just a few like a black tea id and a leather body so what works for you, if you're rich enough, definitely use a dragon bow bow or dragon hunter bow if you don't, just use a zipper and if you don't use a re bow
and arrow with like bolt guns and things to make sure you use extended anti-fire not the usual ones or super potions against fire that don't require a shield and you can use a book or you know what you choose I'd also like to say your hands on an xerics talisman These are on the new islandzeah and you can also bring a soul theme that you know keeps your ornate heads because you get quite a few of
them all triple through brutal black dragons there are 315 HP we can see the drops are really crazy 10k each kill it's basically like kbd but it drops a dragon full of steering wheel and massage at a high rate until next lizard shaman , you need a good hundred percent shazein house. Don't forget there was a safe place about a year ago in one raids came out where you didn't need any favors in all I people were
just sitting there like low-level colleagues with a crystal arch or even a dark bow on the long run These things really aren't too hard just 150 fight with a hundred and fifty points hit even though they jump around quite a bit and they do TeamTag you can also bring a cannon since they do that in every way , if you happen to bring in a cannon that will attract the others depending on where you set it then be
careful that the usual drops from lizard shamans are pretty good including a whole bunch of seeds and re items you know sage seeds you seed seeds Palm trees definitely go kill them and even drops Dragon Warhammer even though it's one of the 5,000 rate drop even before we jump into the next don't forget to click like it like it and sign up with Bell's message about honestly don't leave me hanging like
this. I put a lot of effort into this video you see all these, you know, Photoshop thumbnails and stuff. It took a long time to make these a good case you guys enjoy let's get on with it until the next number three Dragon Run. The demands are quite high with the completion of Dragon Slayer 2I also recommend a hundred and ten fighting you will be using scuffle statistics all the time and you know scuffle
equipment so full Bandosall that good things is really going to help the Re Dragons have a fighting level 380330 points hit. You definitely want to bring insulated boots. It'll save you a lot of food they hit pretty hard with their lightning strikes I'd say we're in dragons it's easily 1.5 million to 2 million per hour May 1 million. If you are not the most effective at killing them with any defeated dragon you will get a
runite bar and a pair of dragon bones. Plus, you can get dragon boots and a diabolical number two dragon metal block A prepper with monkey madness to be completed you might want to consider getting a 85-mile position in the 85 range before even trying these honest Larry missions is the cool thing about these if you really get a black demon mission you can go and kill these and it's considered so better
than gold of course and black devils you also want to get rainbow light word al-serdom helps quite a bit I'll do your travels last at least 10 more fatalities these gorillas have some pretty rare drops Including the seeds just like the shaman but the big thing we're looking for is a zenyte sliver for 13 million high-level craftsmen Use this new fragment with onyx to make you know, The torture amulet chain of
anguish and tormented bracelet Yes, the number one revival you may have guessed it best in Munster in the game kill the cool thing about regeneration so you can be level three and just go and plunder you could be a bit 50 kill imps and hobgoblinsOr you can even be level 120 and kill the dragon Rebel Knight Rebel The biggest demand here is a bracelet of ethereum for $45,000 on the big stock exchange
that will make it so that no resurrection will attack you but it won't work against packers you can just buy a red cloak teleport in -27 thousand or use a burning amulet to go to you know lava maze KBD and run east I would definitely get a looting bag if you're going to do these and if you plan aCamp like a hundred hours of revenants. Perhaps consider getting 80 agility so you can use summer pies and jump
over the south escape and you know you will stay away from many customers especially those new celeb E will give you 15% more damage and accuracy against anything and the dead always use it against these revenant and you can also bring high DPS weapons though there are not as many players as there used to be so you don't need the DPS no blowpipe should work fine even a huge tip no one will
know it until Literally for days before making this video if you kill revenants while reprimanding you have three times the chance to roll on it, you know the rare drop tables are high so I want to consider it but be careful not to risk anything too crazy. You'll get pk in like 10 minutes I promise him the prices of the new team chain viggoras and the arches do vibrations quite a bit they were like 300Mill each but
they slow down and of course there are the ancient sculptures of magic seeds and it really is one of the best monsters to kill if you haven't killed revenants so far and we're in the landscape you should have gone try it now you can easily walk away with two to four million if you keep an eye out On PK heirs you make sure to launch so you don't lose any loot, and you can even get lucky, you know get a big
drop so definitely one of the best monsters in the game over 4 million per hourFeel is free to let me know what monster is best for you for your account where you are going to kill and also don't forget to leave as well Whether you're new with a description about a big shout out to the sponsor or the audible channel makes you check it out. Have a nice day. See you guys, how's it going today? So when I live
the flow on Twitch I get this idea all the time, what are some of the ways I personally make money or some of the best money-makers in games that you know every player can really go and achieve at some point in the game? I feel like a lot of players who started playing OSRS during mobile hype about a year ago are finally at a high level, they're wondering how to make some serious gold, so I built 10 of
the best money makers in OSRSand I also got, you know, included some extra small freebies at the end as well, hopefully you guys are enjoying let's jump right into it! Before we get into the top 10 money-getters, I want to talk to you about the sponsor of this video. Now, but you've been living under a rock or your mother as disconnected from your network cable or something, you've probably seen it before:
brought to you by Shadow Legends Raid!Brought to you by Raid! Recoil again. Shadow legend raids! Raid: Shadow Legends is a free-to-play mobile game that is compatible with the biggest and best PCand console titles out now! I've been playing it for a few hours today and honestly it feels like, feel like a full RPG game they don't really miss out on too many things. It has amazing, huge boss battles, very
epic, you can do PvP battles, you can choose from like hundreds of champions to make your characteristic and you can collect and imagine them as well. This game is very similar to OSRS in the fact that it is always updated, they have a very nice roadmap in the next six months of the future of the game and it looks pretty bright for this game to be bright. Right now exfoliating at Dark Elf as my main
champion and if you get enough you can also join myclan 'Seers Village' and be able to play with me. Be sure to go to a video chat and click on the links and you will get 50,000 free silver and heat epic as part of the new players program to start your journey. The game also has a near-perfect 5-star score with more than 300,000 votes on AppStore, it's actually a crazy person. More than 10 million players
around the world have already downloaded this game in less than six months, so obviously it's pretty good and you know if you find yourself floundering or something at OSRS maybe you're mining, maybe you're doing a hunter, your enthusiasm, standing in the bank, definitely giving the app and downloading and checking it out, see what you think! Okay, so first of all, I want you to respond down now,
what's the number one way you've done a GP so far inRunescape. Also I invest a lot of where in research and accounting GP per hour and most of these are in you know the maximum maxgear potential and what's not so it goes down and there are a lot of variables that you know depending on your skill level, the equipment you have, the levels, yours And you know your effectiveness as a rule. Feel free to
react below if you have a different opinion about a boss or you know the GP for an hour or just your favourite boss who kills. All right here we go to Number 10, starting with the video's worst money maker, Dagannothkings or DKs as many players call them, located beneath Waterbirthisland, off the coast of Rkkaelle. You can kill the degenerate kings at a pretty low level but I highly recommend you get the
Fremennik elite logs, and it's a little hard to get completed you'll need as much as 77 runecrafting, which can be pain. But if you complete this diary, you're going to get degenerate bones, it's going to be about 20 to 40 percent more profit than if you just left the bones on the ground, I say it's $8 to $9,000 each, most players go to Dagnot Kings for the Brasker ring, the Archer ring, Horsours and the Warrior,
plus some dragons and pet drops, but the rings are one of 128 if you kill all three. , they are very common and every trip you must see at least one. Not to mention the pets of the King of Degana are some of the most tattooed, I personally have Degana Rex and Upper Deganth. With everything said and done DagannothKings are about 2.3m per hour. But again, the rings can drop oreven to rise in price
making it even more or worse of a money-making method.Coming in at Number 9, Xeric's Chambers aka Raids 1. When it comes to equipment I've seen players complete raids with 500k, 1m, 5m worth of equipment but if you're going to get into a serious group of friends or staff they definitely want you to have some pretty damn goodgear that can move all the way up to 500m if not more if you have a
twisted bow which is the best way to kill the Dragon boss ohm at the end. Raids are pretty cool in the fact that you can go with a group of five or you can go with a group of fifty or you can also solo the whole raid just by yourself. Each rewarding system is based on points averaging 75,000 points per 1,000 points. And of course one raid has the drop of the twisted and dawdly rainbow which is still the most
expensive item nowadays in the whole game. You can also get his ancestral robes, dragon claws, rainbow dragon hunter, there are quite a few items from theraid but the most common thing are theprayer scrolls, the Dex Prayer Scroll is one of the range that's still about 60mGP and the mysterious scroll is formagic but it's a bit cheaper it's like 5m and they're the most common drops. Xeric's Chambers is
on 2.8m GP hourly. Moved to 8th place, silver snake Zolara.Zolara was one of the first bosses in the game with a ridiculous hourly average, so much so that they've folded many times since then, but it's still pretty good to kill this boss who's going to have to complete the journey, Rajside. Zelara has four different starting stages, which is why people think this boss is so hard. To kill him properly you're
usually going to be Memorize each of these stages and once one of the sidebars is over Zolra will start another phase from the start. Most of the players who kill Zolra have full magic décor and a wide range within their invention, you'd like to use a blue-shaped range and use magic on the green and red shape. Most high-level players just use a distorted arc now with full range nothing else and it's actually a
faster way to kill a cheaper plusit Zolra in supply but then again most people don't have a twisted bow so you can be unlucky. Killing Zulrahcan being about 2.9m an hour.Coming in at number 7, it was a very difficult choice for me, the depraved gauntlet.Killing the gauntlet requires the ride of the elves just to get into elves town, which is a new journey just out, very suggesting you do it, the city is amazing,
quite fun I think you'll enjoy it. Probably the best thing about carnage off the gauntlet is that you need 0 equipment or supplies, you can literally appear naked. I mean it's amazing especially if you get cleaned up, you get hacked or whatever it is you need almost nothing so so you get is pure profit. Killing the Gauntlet is very challenging to learn, probably one of the most challenging in this whole list and you
want to do the usual gauntlet before you try damaged but once you have it down, it can be very unnecessary and you know it shows it randomly generated rooms that kind of like a dungeon from the past in time, it's one of the fun bleeds to do at OSRSRS Blind. You can have Seldor's new blade from this boss which is still over a hundred million and you also get fractures, you can make divine potions and
made a lot of GPdoing that or even use fractures on the crystal chest that I'll mention later as well. If you make perfect kills and you rarely die killing the gauntlet is going to be about 2.9m perhour. Coming in at number 6, The Stenygorias. To kill these cubs you'll have to complete The Manky Madness 2. Now these are quite different to the degenerate kings previously unseen, the Slayer mission is not
trouted but highly recommended as this hybrid boss. If you still didn't know you could actually get a black demon mission and then go kill the devil gorillas and they'd be considered a black demon. Of course you want the bestgear while you kill everything in the game but this monster you really only need as level 80 stats and some abscesses. I highly recommend getting anArchlight, definitely the best
weapon used against satanic creatures in the game. While you kill these you can get magic seeds and a whole bunch of rand items and some other good drops but Zenyteshards make up the most of the profit as they are quite common. So with that it's said satanic gorillas are about 3.1m an hour. Hydra Alchemical Number 5. This is one of the newer bosses for the old schoolrunescape and it is an
amazing GP but it requires 95 slayers and can only be killed on Hydra slayer missions Konar, similar to some other slayer bosses such as Cerberus and Kraken but of course this boss can only be achieved through Konar. The best way to kill this boss is with a twisted bow but a twisted bow is about a billion GP so I guess many people are watching it probably doesn't have that and you can just use a pipe. If
you are an anendgame iron man it is definitely aboss you want to make a stop at it there are two best slot items one of them being a Hydra claw which you would have added Hasta Zamorakian to become a dragon hunter and scuffle of dragon hunter bow. The boss also has a rare drop of Hydra-Leather, who will then take the Leather to Lithran's vault, which requires the second dragon slayer, that's where
dragons are killed. Use it on the machines and you'd turn into vicious gloves that are the best slot gloves at 14 power. He won't be given the gloves. Killing Hydra can be up to 3.2m gp per hour. I personally killed 500 of them and made a video of it, I got two Hydra claws that were like 85 m gpwith 500 kills. Next up at Zalecano's number four. It's actually the newest come OSRS but it requires the song of the
Alps journey and you really need to make the journey just to get into the city in general. If you don't know that Zlacano is a skill, you use mining, smithing and rancraft to take down the boss. If you want to do some serious GP I would indefinitely recommend 90 to 95 even 99mining and definitely try and buy yourself a crystal kush. Dragonpickaxe works just fine and you still know managed to get quite a bit of
GP per hour but using Crystal Peaks is going to let you you know the top pitch of all the people in the room especially they don't have crystalpickaxe and you will get a lot more MVP kills which is going to increase your GP per hour significantly. Similar to niping the glove found inside the city as well, and in the process you know various activities around the city you can get crystal fragments and turn them
into divine potions or you can either take the pieces and use them in crystal keys to open the new and improved crystal chest I didn't upload a video of it check it very interesting you can do a lot of GP plus even getting fractures back from the chest or even getting the new Dragonstone armor inside the chest which is like a 5mGP Hands down Zalcano is the best way for ironmen to get supplies for smithing,
all boss literally drops gems, ore and bars nothing else really so I highly recommend you go there if you have an ironman. If you are looking for the unofficial world 378 for usa and world 375 for Europe. After researching my ass theZalcano is 3.2m an hour, which seems a bit high but it's really also after the updates I spoke to quite a few professional PVMers and search around on Reddit and many others
you know other sites and blogs and it's about 3m an hour. Comes in 3rd place in Armadillo Goodwersdonjon's boss. From my point of view when I go to this boss I see a lot of players there killing it alone or killing it with a friend but using a bow and arrow and they kind of get left behind you know how we'd do back in the old days but now there's a much more effective way to actually bring down that boss.
You'd like to use black chins and blood handkerchiefs highly recommended especially if Solo already had a pair even though it would increment you know the supply costs are quite significant, your GP per hour and the hourly throes are going to go up in tremendously if you don't know black chins have an AAoE which is an impact zone that means they can hit multiple creatures at once. So the reason for



the black chin you'd get a minion next to the boss and you'd throw chins at the minion that the chin is tucked into just the protection of theminion which is much lower than the bosses so you're going to be hitting like a huge number on the boss it's the quickest way to take it a little expensive but much faster which means more item drops more pet chances per hour. Taking it back about four years ago when
Lord Warsdonjon came out I was one of the first players in the game to get Armagh Hilt that I sold for $130-5 million which is no longer the Kaysani anymore, the AGS is about 14 million GPs, but good news armadillo's chest and chain skirt are worth well over 35 million each. Most of your profit is indefinitely to come from the chain skirt and chest and you might even know to keep killing the servants if you
were to kill enough bosses you'd have one chance out of 16,000 drops of the rate from getting pippa mignon's piece item and that's true even for any kind of god wars dungeon boss as well. I feel like most of the high-class players are mostly still PVM so the arms and skirt boxes are worth so much and fewer players actually go pk, plus, the AGS is a special weapon, but there are draconian claws, there are
G Moles and Ballistas and other weapons that you don't need the AGS in addition to the AGS it's like the worst god's word to use PVMs wiseo so the armor is more equal and the AGS is worth less. The killing of Kree'arra comes out on 3.4m GP per hour. Coming in second most camp boss at the old schoolrunescape at this very moment, Vorkath.Now Vorkath is amazing gold but it's locked behind the
2quest Dragon Slayer and it's definitely quite difficult you probably won't make this journey if you know under 100 battle. Using Dragon Hunter Dragon Hunter Archery Lance is very much going to grow your kills per hour using their vessels and is about 30% more accurate and 30% more damage towards dragons. Each kill takes about two minutes but it drops 2 excellent dragon bones at once and both are
valued at about 12k GP so it's about 25K and killing one just like a base drop. While you killed that boss, you're probably going to cross the forgery phase, it's something cruel. You've got to keep moving or you're going to get Coke Squike from Zurg Bullets hit about 30 each tick and of course you know about Vox, he invented vox's walk, where you make the balls back and forth, you go ticking and moving
every second it's very extreme even when I try to do it I'm still dead but if you do master it's going to reinforce your GP and profit and kill an hour like very much you can kill probably another five hour while doing itVorkath was compared to Zolera many times as you know it Solo but I would say many players especially those at a higher level indefinitely say that Vorkath is lighter and it is more gold so if you
already know there was a Zolara under your belt I would definitely move towards that boss. Warth will reach 3.6m an hour. All right, before we get into the best GP per hour in the whole game, I want to give a lot of respectable mentions, and go through them really quickly, you know some money makers who didn't quite get to the snout of this video. The first mention should be Corpbeast with the team or
doing this FFA which says free for all you can find a clanchat called FFA Corp 07, I use a little bit of it I actually have like 3,000 kills with this clan chat hour GPper ranges from 1.m and easily over 4m GP which is very much a dependency on your RNG. You can get like three violets inside 200 KC I saw the guy get Elisian for killing a seventh which is crazy next would be the infamous desert revival. It may be
one of the best money makers in the game all game but you need a lot of skill you can even kill them 30 in the desert necessary, so you can teleinstantly if you see someone you might even want to have 85 agility with the summer pie as well and then you can jump on the agility shortcut down south and never die. There are a lot of ways to do it effectively, but most players don't have to come here just
because it's the wilderness that there are a lot of tricks in the skull, it's undermined that there are so many people you know who come in and out of clans. Teams so definitely be careful it's not forever one up will be a dealer, or diversify or invest and many players don't like it they don't really know about it they just don't like it man. But it's one of the best doctors in the whole game at 100% that I've
industryed billions of golds while I sleep most of the time I do something else in the game I actually kill bosses I do a run on a farm while I make money in the background. The next honourable mention will be fighting at risk nor for everyone you need a lot of PK skills I mean I've been Pking for a long time and I still get trashedon sometimes people are so damn good but you can definitely do as a
500mversus 500m risk to fight and if you're good at it you can make an unforgettable amount of gold. Next up will be joining a barbaric attack team or running team arunecraft are pretty hard to find you know you might want to look around on Twitter on reddit maybe some forums But it's amazing that you just ran an essense for people trying to electrify a 99 runecrafting you'd need 75 runecrafting for a big
bag but I've seen people pay anywhere from 2 to 6m per hour perrunner that's very expensive which means if you run you can do some GP. The latest recognition will be the acquisition of a battle team with the elite or the hard-pressed Warrock diaries. Come to think of it it takes 10 seconds to beam to Varrock and go to a staff store you're earning 148k at a time leading 54million GP an hour and of course
it's inconsistent you can only do once a day but I mean if you do it every day for two years you're going to rake in some serious cash just like that. Ok here it's a lot of you probably guessed it's the blood theatre coming in 1st place you definitely have to find a group of friends to teach you a theatre of blood or you can spend you know how many hours watching YouTube videos looks guests and I promise
you'll probably learn how to do it. You can have up to 5 players in total on your team but it is considered definitively that the 4-person is the most effective. If you or any of your teammates died during your raid the GP per hour will drop quite a bit. In order to complete the blood theater aka Raids 2 you are going to need a lot of very expensive equipment I would say at least 500 million GPminimum you are
also going to need some very reliable intelligent teammates you definitely want to be on disc or teamspeak just have the top level communication. Of course the discriminatory rescue is the best item you can get in pies 2 and it used to be about four billion GP so up to 2bthen up to 1.3 to 1.4b was very stable for acouple months but in the last month it just crashes it at like 900m. Another common decline is
Avernicdefender which is an upgraded draconian meter basically that's the highest level and it's still worth over 70 million it's very stable so it's another good drop and it's the most common drop you'll see inside the blood theatre. Once again the GP per hour has so many variables you know how many times you die how effective you are how well your friends are RnG your droprates all these things but with
everything said and done it's about 6.4m GP an hour. Top 10 silver recipients in the top 100 in the top 100 in the top 100. If you have some free time on your hands and feel free to go check out the twitch as well as I'll be live-streaming almost every day, mind asking any questions and maybe seeing how I mactually do most of my gold while I play the game and you can also send me a message on Twitter or
Instagram on SerzLive. I hope this video has added some value and you know you're inspired to keep practicing and keep grinding out those levels to kill some bosses making a ton of gold in the runescape. I hope they have a great day don't forget upstairs and sign up if you're in a new peace! Out.
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